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Caregiving vs. supporting

• What’s the difference?
• Caregiver – someone who provides paid or unpaid help with 

activities of daily living
• Supporter – someone who plays an important, but not 

leading role; a person who encourages someone or 
something



Why start here?

CAREGIVERS OFTEN ENGAGE IN 
TASKS THAT DO THINGS FOR THE 

PERSON. THEY ‘TAKE CARE OF’ THE 
PERSON, RATHER THAN SUPPORTING 

THE PERSON TO TAKE CARE OF 
THEMSELVES. 

CAREGIVER   à
PROTECTOR   à

MORE RIGHTS RESTRICTED

SUPPORTER  à
RISK MANAGEMENT  à

MORE RIGHTS EXERCISED



Caregiver response vs. 
supporter response –

Caregiver response:

à Rights restriction

Susie has started calling people at all hours of the day and night. She becomes 
upset when people don’t take her calls, even into the wee hours of the morning. 
She is quickly losing friends because they are tired of her calls.

Supporter response

à Skills training, medical 
follow-up, emotional follow-up

I guess if people are 

upset they can block 
her calls.

Phone 
etiquette skills!Why is Susie making 

these calls? Is she 

lonely? Bored? We 

need to talk to Susie!

Relationship 

skills!
We need to 

protect Susie!

Susie is really 
upsetting 
people!

She is calling 

people at all 

hours of the 
night!

We don’t w
ant 

Susie to lose her 

frie
nds! Why isn’t Susie 

sleeping through 

the night?

We need to 

monitor her 

phone usage!

We should keep her 
phone away from 
her unless we are 
there to monitor!!

Let’s start working on skills now to avoid her losing more friends!



Caregiver response vs. 
supporter response –

Caregiver response:

à Rights restriction

During the pandemic Tim has been connecting more with people online. You 
discover he is being taken advantage of by people he does not know, and he 
has given out personal information that could harm him.

Supporter response

à temporary rights restriction 
with intensive skills training

Identity theft 

protection!

Internet Safety 
skills!

Relationship 
skills!

Will he let us 

help him 

monitor?W
e need to 

protect Tim!

Chan
ge

 th
e 

pass
word to

 

the in
ternet!

Daily checks of 

his phone and 

tablet!

This is 

dangerous for 

Tim! This is 

dangerous for 

Tim!



So what’s the bottom line?

Everyone who is in this field has likely at one time or another fallen back 
into the ‘known’ – the caregiver role. It is natural and normal to want to 
take care of the people we support.
When we take the caregiver role, we often view ourselves as the rescuer, 
the parent, the authority figure. 

This view leads us to take the path most likely to protect, instead of the 
path most likely to encourage and lift up.

This inevitably leads to more rights restrictions, or longer-term rights 
restrictions.



Let’s all try to 
achieve the award 
for the best 
supporting actor to 
our leading ladies 
and gents!!



What is a rights restriction?

A limitation imposed upon a person that is NOT imposed on the 
general public.

• Communication (e.g., opening mail, access to email, use of the telephone)
• Mobility (e.g., physical restraints, alarms on doors, etc.)
• Finances (e.g., payee, access to cash, double-signature checking accounts, etc.)
• Medical or mental health treatment (e.g., medical POA, guardianship, etc.)
• Intimacy (e.g., limits on sexual relationships, getting married, etc.)
• Basically, any area of the person’s life can be impacted by a restriction

This could be in any number of areas of the person’s life:



A few questions 
first:
During the pandemic –

• Have you had visitors inside your home? Have the people you 
support?

• How quickly did you shift to technology for social gatherings? What 
about the people you support?

• Have you gone to the grocery store? Have the people you support?
• Have you dined in at a restaurant? Have the people you support?

Forget the pandemic (please, right?) –
• Can you leave your house whenever you want to? Can the people 

you support?
• Can you buy something that ‘isn’t in your budget’? Can the people 

you support?

You get the idea…



What does the IAC say 
about rights restrictions?
• The Iowa Administrative Code, Chapter 78, dictates for all waiver types -

• All restrictions must be documented in the person’s service plan. The IAC mentions specific 
rights but does not limit us to these rights – they are the right to privacy, dignity, respect and 
freedom from coercion and restraint.

• Included in this documentation must include: 
1. The need for the restriction; 
2. The less intrusive methods tried unsuccessfully before implementing the restriction;
3. Either a plan to restore the right or documentation of why such as plan is inappropriate; 
4. Established time limits for periodic reviews (each also references Habilitation rules –

441.77.25, which establishes this must be at least quarterly);
5. The informed consent of the person;
6. Assurances the interventions, restrictions and/or supports will cause no harm to the person; 

and,
7. How regular data collection will occur to measure the effectiveness of the restriction.



What does CMS say about 
restrictions?
• In the HCBS Final Rule, CMS is consistent with the IAC, in that restrictions 

(modifications in CMS language) must be:
• Supported by specific assessed need; 
• Justified in the person-centered service plan; and 
• Documented in the person-centered service plan.
• Documentation must include:

• The specific person-specific assessed need; 
• Prior interventions tried including less intrusive interventions;
• Ongoing data measuring the effectiveness of the restriction; 
• Established time limits for periodic review of restrictions;
• The person’s informed consent; 
• Assurance interventions and supports will not cause harm.



So that’s a lot, 
let’s take this 
step-by-step



Need for a restriction
• Helpful tip – if the restriction does not meet a documented health or safety 

need, it’s going to be hard to justify to the state or to CMS a restriction is 
needed.

Some questions

Could the person be 
harmed in some way 
if a restriction is not 

put in place? 

Yes

Is the risk to the 
person the same as 
anyone else in the 

community?

What is the least 
restrictive option to 
address the safety 

concern?

No Why is a restriction 
needed then?



Need for a restriction

• One person’s restrictions impact another person
• Provider policy restrictions
• Licensing restrictions

“Blanket” restrictions are sometimes implemented 
because:

You will still be held to the same process and expectations.  
• Ex: Just because a restriction is due to licensing under DIA does not mean 

you don’t have to follow HCBS process for rights restrictions.



Less intrusive methods

This one is 
sometimes hard. 
You may have 

people who have 
been in services for 

years with a 
restriction in place 
(guardianship is a 

good example 
here); or a person 
comes to services 
with a restriction 
already in place. 

So, what do you do 
to document less 

intrusive methods?

Review historical 
documents – social 
histories are a good 
document to refer 

to.

Ask! Ask the 
person, and if they 
don’t know, ask a 
family member, 

guardian, or 
another person 
who knows the 

person’s history.

If you did your 
research and didn’t 
find anything, 
document just that. 
• “A review of historical 
records does not 
indicate any less 
intrusive methods 
were attempted prior 
to….”



Clear plans for 
removal/reduction
• What does this mean?

• Think of it the same way you think about measurable goals – can any 
reasonable person ‘see’ how to get from point A to point B in the plan 
for removal/reduction? 

• What steps does s/he need to take to get a reduction in or removal of the 
restriction?

• Is there a timeframe? 
• Does the person and his/her IDT agree to the steps?
• If it is important to the person – tie it to a goal in the person-centered plan

• Not a “reward”
• IDT needs to observe the person’s timeline



What if a plan for 
removal/reduction is not 
appropriate?
• Possible reasons:

• The person does not want the restriction removed.
• The risk to the person outweighs the benefits of removal/reduction.



Informed consent of the 
person
• Document in your assessment what the person says about the restriction –

does she agree to it? Does she not necessarily agree, but understands the 
need for it? 

• Ensure you are reviewing restrictions with the person as often as you are 
reviewing them with the rest of the IDT.

• Ensure the person signs the assessment along with all of the other IDT 
members.

• Don’t just go through the motions – make sure she understands!



How will the 
effectiveness of the 
restriction be 
measured?

Some examples of tools you can 
use for this –

• Incident reports
• Personal goal progress
• QI Plan measurements



Now let’s do an 
example



John really wants to be 
able to walk in his 
neighborhood by himself
• John currently doesn’t have any ‘approved’ time without supervision by either 

paid or natural supports, but he really wants to be able to walk around his 
neighborhood alone sometimes.

• Some questions –
• Is this important to John – Yes!
• What are the concerns about him being alone? Here are some examples…

• He might get taken advantage of by someone.
• He has a seizure disorder. 
• He recently moved and doesn’t know his neighborhood very well.

• What is his goal – how far does he want to be able to walk? 



Your right to: Restricted?
For what 
assessed 
need?

Restriction and specific reason 
for restriction

Less restrictive attempts tried prior to 
restriction

Plan for removal of restriction

1. Come and go freely 
(includes 
supervision)

Is this right important to 
you?
x Y  N  Not sure

x Y
N

x Health
Safety
N/A

John requires continual 
supervision from paid or 
natural supports. He is at risk 
for exploitation and has given 
money to people he doesn't 
know when approached. John 
has a seizure disorder and 
could be at risk if he had a 
seizure while unsupervised. He 
also recently moved and 
doesn't know his neighborhood 
well yet.  

By report of his parents, when John lived 
with them, they would leave him home 
alone for short periods of time (1 hour or 
less) to run errands. They made sure he had 
his medical alert button on and access to a 
phone before leaving him. When he was in 
high school, he walked to and from school 
(about 2 blocks) alone. When John moved 
into a supervised HCBS home, his parents 
were uncomfortable with him being 
unsupervised for any length of time, so they 
requested a restriction.

John has set a goal for himself to be able to walk in his 
neighborhood without paid or natural supports with him. He 
and his IDT have agreed to start with him walking around his 
block with only observation from a distance from paid or 
natural supports. When he can do this successfully at least 10 
times, he and his IDT have agreed he will be able to do this by 
himself. Supporters will ensure he has his medical alert 
button on and a charged cell phone with him. John has 
agreed to keep the location service enabled on his cell phone 
so if something were to happen, supporters would be able to 
quickly locate him.  Further steps to reduce this restriction 
will be determined at each quarterly review with John and his 
IDT.

Strengths with this right:   John is very motivated to reduce this restriction. He has a good understanding of his seizure disorder and quickly reports to staff 
if he isn't feeling right. When walking or driving with staff he can point to the correct way to turn in his neighborhood to get to his home, so he seems to be 
learning his neighborhood quickly.
Specific supports needed to exercise this right:   Verbal prompts and direct observation are needed to make sure he has his medical alert bracelet on, his 
cell phone is charged, and his location services are turned on. Staff also need to give him the opportunity to 'find' his way home when they are with him 
running errands, walking, etc. to make sure he is familiarizing himself with his neighborhood. Verbal reviews of safety skills, including interacting with 
people he does not know, are necessary.



Best 
Practices



Develop an HRC (Human 
Rights committee)
• Some accrediting bodies, such as CQL (The Council on Quality and 

Leadership) require an accredited organization to have an HRC. 
• Regardless of accreditation, an HRC is an excellent tool for your toolbox and 

is a best practice to help reduce or eliminate unnecessary restrictions.



What can an 
HRC do?

Fresh perspectives

Open dialogue with impartial people

Advocacy support 

• Bring their recommendations to the table when discussing 
restrictions with the IDT.

Opportunities for the people you support to bring 
their ideas to the table



What should the make-up 
of an HRC look like?
If your accrediting body requires an HRC, likely they also have requirements for the makeup of 
it (e.g., CQL requires at least 1/3 of the membership is not affiliated with your organization). 

Regardless, it is a good idea to look outside of your organization for people who are advocates 
on human rights.

Outside of your organization – look at former staff, former guardians, people on your city’s 
Human Rights Commission, etc.

Inside of your organization – find the staunchest supporters of rights and ask them to join up!

Consider people even outside of your area and have them join via Zoom.



What results can the HRC 
produce?
• Advocacy –

• In 3 years, we have reduced or eliminated nearly 90 unnecessary 
restrictions for the people we support!

• Discussions with impartial people ➡ more thought about the impact of 
restrictions on people ➡ better advocacy on behalf of people ➡
people become better advocates for themselves

• Better adherence to state and federal rules –
• The authors of our Rights Assessments are getting better and better at 

documenting each of the key standards in the state and federal rules 
because of questions asked by HRC members.

• Track your results to show your progress!



A fully 
functioning 
HRC – the 
dream…

Starting an HRC is not hard but having a fully 
functioning HRC is. 
It takes:

• Commitment by the leadership of the 
organization
• Our HRC flopped the first go-round 

because we were not committed. We 
weren’t ready to have people push us. 
Once we got ready, we reached out to 
people we knew would be hard on us.

• Commitment by the HRC members
• Commitment by the people who serve in 

advocacy roles in your organization
Baby steps – start small, get your feet wet, then 
slowly start to go toward the deep end:

• Add more members
• Start with just leadership members sitting 

in
• Review a few people’s restrictions, then 

add more
• Add in behavioral support plans, etc.



Due process

• IDT approval (at least quarterly); and person’s informed consent

Minimum –

• HRC approval before implementation of restriction (unless 
emergent)
• P.S. we aren’t there yet!

Add another level –



Quarterly reviews
How? What do they look like?

• Can be as simple as reviewing the document with the person quarterly to 
ensure understanding and agreement, then sending the restrictions to 
the IDT via email and requesting signatures (we use Adobe Sign).

• For major or controversial changes to restrictions, you may want to meet 
as a group either in-person, on the phone, or via Zoom/Teams/Google 
Meet, etc.

Don’t make your process so hard you can’t follow it.



Other best practices

Assess the person’s desires about 
rights!
•Not every right has equal importance to 
the person. Before launching into a step-
by-step plan for removal of a restriction, 
make sure the person wants it first!  
Some people want a payee, some people 
are not interested in the removal of their 
guardian, some people don’t want to 
learn the skills to self-medicate, etc.

1
Assess the person’s strengths 
with rights!
•If we don’t know where the person is 
with their skills with each of their rights, 
it will be very difficult to determine a 
good plan for removal or reducUon of a 
restricUon.

2
Assess the person’s support 
needs with rights!
•What specific supports does this person 
need with THIS right?

3



Your right to: Restricted?
For what 
assessed 
need?

Restriction and specific reason 
for restriction

Less restrictive attempts tried prior to 
restriction

Plan for removal of restriction

1. Come and go freely 
(includes 
supervision)

Is this right important to 
you?
x Y  N  Not sure

x Y
N

x Health
Safety
N/A

John requires continual 
supervision from paid or 
natural supports. He is at risk 
for exploitation and has given 
money to people he doesn't 
know when approached. John 
has a seizure disorder and 
could be at risk if he had a 
seizure while unsupervised. He 
also recently moved and 
doesn't know his neighborhood 
well yet.  

By report of his parents, when John lived 
with them, they would leave him home 
alone for short periods of time (1 hour or 
less) to run errands. They made sure he had 
his medical alert button on and access to a 
phone before leaving him. When he was in 
high school, he walked to and from school 
(about 2 blocks) alone. When John moved 
into a supervised HCBS home, his parents 
were uncomfortable with him being 
unsupervised for any length of time, so they 
requested a restriction.

John has set a goal for himself to be able to walk in his 
neighborhood without paid or natural supports with him. He 
and his IDT have agreed to start with him walking around his 
block with only observation from a distance from staff. When 
he can do this successfully at least 10 times, he and his IDT 
have agreed he will be able to do this by himself. Staff will 
ensure he has his medical alert button on and a charged cell 
phone with him. John has agreed to keep the location service 
enabled on his cell phone so if something were to happen, 
staff would be able to quickly locate him.  Further steps to 
reduce this restriction will be determined at each quarterly 
review with John and his IDT.

Strengths with this right:   John is very motivated to reduce this restriction. He has a good understanding of his seizure disorder and quickly reports to
supporters if he isn't feeling right. When walking or driving with supporters he can point to the correct way to turn in his neighborhood to get to his home, 
so he seems to be learning his neighborhood quickly.
Specific supports needed to exercise this right:   Verbal prompts and direct observation are needed to make sure he has his medical alert bracelet on, his 
cell phone is charged, and his location services are turned on. He needs to be given the opportunity to 'find' his way home when supporters are with him 
running errands, walking, etc. to make sure he is familiarizing himself with his neighborhood. Verbal reviews of safety skills, including interacting with 
people he does not know, are necessary.

Assess importance

Strengths and 
Supports



Resources
• Previous right restrictions trainings by the IACP TA team can be found on 

the TA Archive page: 
• 441-78:  https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/441.78.pdf
• 441-77.25(4) - https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/441.77.25.pdf
• HCBS Provider Manual: 

https://dhs.iowa.gov/sites/default/files/HCBS.pdf?032320211724
• Habilitation Provider Manual: 

https://dhs.iowa.gov/sites/default/files/Habilitation.pdf?032320211725
• IL 2014 Restraint, Restriction and Behavioral Intervention Requirements
• IL 2166-MC-FFS HCBS Person Centered Planning Considerations during 

the Covid-19 Public Health Emergency

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/441.78.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/441.77.25.pdf
https://dhs.iowa.gov/sites/default/files/HCBS.pdf?032320211724
https://dhs.iowa.gov/sites/default/files/Habilitation.pdf?032320211725
https://secureapp.dhs.state.ia.us/IMPA/Information/ViewDocument.aspx?viewdocument=a5ce7d8c-1691-42ff-977e-9a52465c9c49
https://secureapp.dhs.state.ia.us/IMPA/Information/ViewDocument.aspx?viewdocument=bb7d90fd-7786-48b2-a3c3-8ea5d26e773a


Questions?


